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Content Based Image Retrieval Using
Unclean Positive Examples
Jun Zhang and Lei Ye, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—Conventional content-based image retrieval (CBIR) schemes
employing relevance feedback may suffer from some problems in the prac-
tical applications. First, most ordinary users would like to complete their
search in a single interaction especially on the web. Second, it is time con-
suming and difficult to label a lot of negative examples with sufficient va-
riety. Third, ordinary users may introduce some noisy examples into the
query. This correspondence explores solutions to a new issue that image
retrieval using unclean positive examples. In the proposed scheme, mul-
tiple feature distances are combined to obtain image similarity using clas-
sification technology. To handle the noisy positive examples, a new two-
step strategy is proposed by incorporating the methods of data cleaning
and noise tolerant classifier. The extensive experiments carried out on two
different real image collections validate the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme.
Index Terms—Classifier combination, content-based image retrieval
(CBIR), feature aggregation, noise tolerant, support vector machine
(SVM).
I. INTRODUCTION
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a technique to search for
images relevant to the user’s query from an image collection [1]. In
the last decade, the conventional CBIR schemes employing relevance
feedback have achieved certain success [2]. The idea of relevance feed-
back is to involve the user in the retrieval process so as to improve the
final retrieval results. Normally, the user labels some returned images
as relevant or irrelevant and the system adjusts the retrieval parame-
ters based on the user’s feedback. Relevance feedback can go through
one or more iterations until the user is satisfied with the results. How-
ever, the conventional CBIR schemes employing relevance feedback
may suffer from some problems in practical applications. First, if not
impossible, ordinary users have little patience to persist in the feedback
iterations, and most would like to complete their search in a single inter-
action [3]. Second, labeling some positive (relevant) examples is easy
while labeling sufficient negative (irrelevant) examples is time con-
suming and difficult [4]. Third, some noisy examples may present since
ordinary users normally have no expertise in constructing a high quality
query. To the best of our knowledge, most existing retrieval schemes
fail to address the problem of noisy examples. In this correspondence,
we explore solutions to a new issue that image retrieval using unclean
positive examples. The user supplies several unclean positive examples
as a query and the CBIR system will return the relevant images from an
image collection in a single interaction. Under this circumstance, some
noisy positive examples may present in the query which are irrelevant
images mislabeled by the user [5] or weakly relevant images which
can not well represent the set of relevant images. The noisy examples
will affect the image retrieval performance seriously. The solution of
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this problem is useful for the practical applications of CBIR in which
relevance feedback is not a suitable choice but some unclean positive
examples can be provided.
In the proposed scheme, the similarity between two images is ob-
tained by combining the distances on multiple visual features, such
as, color and texture [6], named feature aggregation. We propose a
new way to perform feature aggregation, instead of existing heuristic
methods [7]–[11]. Let a query image as the prototype, a new feature dis-
similarity space is constructed in which an image is represented using
the feature distances to the prototype. Then, feature aggregation can be
formulated as a binary classification problem and solved by conven-
tional classification technologies. To handle the noisy positive exam-
ples, a new two-step strategy is proposed by incorporating the methods
of data cleaning and noise tolerant classifier. In step 1, an ensemble of
support vector machines (SVMs) [12], [13] are trained in a feature dis-
similarity space corresponding to a reliable positive example, which are
used as consensus filters to identify and eliminate the noisy positive ex-
amples. To train SVMs, some negative training examples are randomly
labeled from the image collection. In step 2, each retained positive ex-
ample is associated with a relevance probability to further alleviate the
influence of the retained noisy positive examples. The similarities of an
image to the retained positive examples are then combined to get the
final image relevance for ranking.
The remainder of correspondence is organized as follows. Some re-
lated work is briefly reviewed in Section II. Section III presents a novel
feature aggregation method. Section IV proposes a two-step strategy
to handle noisy positive examples. A large number of experiments are
reported in Section V. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Feature Aggregation
Feature aggregation is an approach to get image similarity by com-
bining multiple feature distances. In the literatures, various fixed ag-
gregation functions have been applied and evaluated in feature aggre-
gation methods [7]–[9]. The experiments show a proper aggregation
function is much important to retrieval performance. MARS [10] rep-
resented the user query as a boolean expression over visual features,
and similarity between images becomes the evaluation of this expres-
sion using feature distances. To extend the traditional Boolean model,
Kushki et al. [11] proposed a hierarchical decision fusion framework
using fuzzy logic to combine multiple feature distances. The problem
of these methods is requiring the system designer or ordinary users to
manually tune the internal parameters. Rui et al. [14] presented an op-
timization formulation to learn the users’ preference, which computed
feature weighting automatically using multiple positive examples, but
it focuses on linear aggregation function and does not use the informa-
tion of negative examples.
B. Learning From Positive and Unlabeled Examples
Recently, learning from positive and unlabeled examples has got
much attention in text classification. The key feature of this problem
is that there are no labeled negative examples, which makes conven-
tional supervised or semi-supervised learning techniques inapplicable.
One popular approach takes a two-step strategy. In step 1, a set of re-
liable negative examples are identified from the unlabeled set. The ex-
isting methods include the naive Bayesian technique (NB) used in [15],
the Rocchio technique used in Roc-SVM [16], the Spy technique used
in S-EM [17] and 1-DNF technique used in PEBL [18]. In step 2, a
set of classifiers are built by iteratively applying a classification algo-
rithm and then selecting a good classifier from the set. The existing
1057-7149/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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methods include direct SVM used in [15], EM used in S-EM, SVM it-
eratively used in PEBL and SVM iteratively and selecting a final clas-
sifier used in Roc-SVM. These research show it is reasonable to get
negative examples from unlabeled examples. However, this approach
based on critical analysis is time consuming and not suitable to the
real-time applications of CBIR.
C. Classification Using Unclean Training Examples
In machine learning, classification using unclean training examples
is an open issue [19], [20]. There are two main approaches to address
this issue, data cleaning and noise tolerant classifier. Since bad exam-
ples can be removed prior to classifier induction, data cleaning may in-
crease the classification accuracy. The boosting algorithm [21] can be
used to avoid the noise influence on constructing the classifier via com-
bining a set of classifiers. In [20], an ensemble method based approach
was proposed to identify and eliminate mislabeled training examples
for supervised learning. The analytical and empirical evaluation shows
that consensus filters are conservative at throwing away good data at
the expense of retaining bad data and that majority filters are better at
detecting bad data at the expense of throwing away good data. So con-
sensus filters are suitable to a paucity of data and majority vote filters
are preferable for an abundance of data. In the other approach, some
efforts have been taken to construct noise tolerant classifiers directly,
which have no potential risk of removing good examples. In [22], a
noise generative model was introduced into kernel fisher discriminant
analysis to handle noisy examples. The key idea was to alleviate the
noise influence by associating with each example a probability of the
label being flipped.
III. NOVEL FEATURE AGGREGATION METHOD
In this section, we present a new classification-based feature aggre-
gation method.
A. Feature Dissimilarity Space
Let us consider an image collection   containing   images,    
        . Assuming visual features are designed, the feature
representation of an image  is a set of  feature vectors, 
 

 
,
in high-dimensional feature spaces. A user supplies some positive ex-
ample images as a query,     .
Let a query image    as the prototype, we construct a new
feature dissimilarity space by modifying the method proposed by Duin
and Pekalska [23], [24]. For each collection image , we have
           (1)
where  represents the dissimilarity between  and  on the 	th
feature and  is a vector in an -dimensional space  , called feature
dissimilarity space. In this correspondence, the dissimilarity is defined
by a feature distance. We denote 
  as a specified distance metric
for the 	th visual feature, then
   
   (2)
Therefore, all images in   are vectors in  .
There are some differences between feature dissimilarity space and
conventional dissimilarity space [23]–[26]. First, feature dissimilarity
space is introduced to address the feature aggregation problem which
has only one prototype, while conventional dissimilarity space has mul-
tiple prototypes selected by the system designer. Second, a collection
image is represented using multiple feature distances to the prototype
in feature dissimilarity space, while in conventional dissimilarity space
a point is represented using the distances to multiple prototypes. Third,
the dimension of a feature dissimilarity space depends on the number of
visual features applied in a CBIR system, while in a conventional dis-
similarity space, the dimension depends on the number of prototypes.
Compared with original feature space, feature dissimilarity space in-
herits the advantages of conventional dissimilarity space. Sometimes it
is difficult to create a combined feature space with a unified distance
metric for multiple features, but we always can create a feature dissim-
ilarity space [11], [24]. In feature dissimilarity space, feature aggre-
gation can be transformed into a classification problem and addressed
by conventional classification technologies. Such that image retrieval
using feature aggregation can be optimized.
B. SVM-Based Feature Aggregation
In this correspondence, we cast feature aggregation as a binary clas-
sification problem. The positive class consists of relevant images to the
query and the negative class consists of all irrelevant images. SVM al-
gorithm [12], [13] is chosen to design the binary classifier because of
its good generalization and noise tolerant ability.
Consider a linear separable binary classification problem in feature
dissimilarity space with  training examples,    and   
, where  is a training example and  is the label of this
example. The query images are labeled by 1 and some images in the
collection are randomly labeled by 1. SVM separates the positive
class and negative class by a hyperplane,      , where  is an
input vector,  and  are the hyperplane coefficients and scalar. The
goal in training an SVM is to find the separating hyperplane with the
largest margin, which is represented as
     	     	

 


(3)
The solution can be found through a Wolfe dual problem with the
undetermined Lagrangian multipliers . To get a potentially better
representation of the data, the data points can be mapped into a higher
dimensional space using the proper chosen nonlinear -functions,
      , where  is a kernel function. Then,
we get the kernel version of the Wolfe dual problem. Thus, for a given
kernel function, the output hyperplane decision function of SVM is
  

 
    (4)
The SVM classifier is given by,   . To deal with cases
where there may be no separating hyperplane, the soft margin SVM can
be applied, the goal of which can be expressed as
     	    	     	

 

   
 

(5)
where s are slack variables,    is an upper bound on the number
of training errors and  	  is a parameter to control the penalty to
errors.
In this method, the output of SVM, , is used as the result of
feature aggregation, i.e., image similarity. Based on the kernel trick, a
linear feature aggregation method can be easily extended to a nonlinear
one.
IV. PROPOSED IMAGE RETRIEVAL SCHEME
In this section, we propose a new image retrieval scheme to handle
noisy positive examples, which consists of two steps, noise identifica-
tion and elimination, and noise tolerant relevance calculation.
A. Noise Identification and Elimination
First, an ensemble of SVMs as consensus filters [20] is constructed
to filter out the noisy positive examples. Our goal is to remove some
bad examples as well as retain all good examples. To create a feature
dissimilarity space, we need to select a prototype. Instead of random
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selection and average point strategies which are sensitive to noise, we
apply a new strategy to choose a reliable positive image as the prototype
based on the idea of  -medoids approach [27]. The strategy is more
robust to noisy examples, which can be represented as
    
 

 

 


 (6)
where  is the distance of the th positive examples  to a prototype
candidate  on the th feature.
Since only positive examples are available, the conventional super-
vised or semi-supervised learning techniques are inapplicable. One
popular approach is to label some reliable negative examples from
the unlabeled data through critical analysis [15]–[18]. However, this
approach is time consuming and not suitable for real-time image
retrieval. In our scheme, random sampling is applied to label some
images in the collection as negative examples. In a large image
collection, it has a high correct probability to label a random image
as a negative example. Furthermore, a large set of random negative
examples can benefit the retrieval performance [4].
In the feature dissimilarity space, the positive examples and an equal
number of negative examples can be used to train support vector ma-
chine (SVM). Since the noisy examples present, an SVM classifier
trained in feature dissimilarity space will be unstable. We use different
negative example sets to train SVM and get multiple classifiers. A sim-
ilar strategy, named asymmetric bagging, has been applied in [28],
which can effectively handle the unstable and unbalance classifiers.
After that, we apply all classifiers to classify the positive examples pro-
vided by a user. Based on the consensus strategy, the examples labeled
by all SVM classifiers as negative will be identified as noisy positive
examples and eliminated.
B. Noise Tolerant Relevance Calculation
To further handle the retained noisy positive examples after con-
sensus filtering, we propose a noise tolerant relevance calculation
method, which estimates a relevance probability for each retained
positive example [22].
1) Relevance Probability Estimation: To estimate the relevance
probability of an image, we propose an ensemble-based estimation
algorithm, which can be regarded as a by-produce of consensus
filtering. First, the sigmoid function combined with the output of an
SVM classifier is used to estimate the class-conditional probability
[29] for a positive example  by
  	 	  



     
	 	
(7)
where 
	 is the decision value and  is the predicted class label,
both of them are produced by an SVM classifier. In a binary classifica-
tion task,  and  denote positive and negative class, respectively.
We apply the SVM classifiers trained in Section IV-A to classify the
retrained positive examples. Then, all outputs are then combined to get
the conditional probabilities based on Bayes sum rule (BSR)
  	  



	
 
  	 	 (8)
where   	 is the estimated relevance probability and  is the
number of SVMs.
2) Image Relevance Calculation: In this correspondence, the sim-
ilarity of an image to a query image is represented by an ensemble of
SVMs. We combine multiple ensembles of SVMs to obtain the image
TABLE I
RELEVANCE CALCULATION
relevance to a user’s query. The relevance calculation algorithm is sum-
marized in Table I. Three aggregation models [30] are evaluated in this
correspondence.
• SVM-Weighted-MVR: For a given image, we first use the weighted
majority vote rule (MVR) to recognize it as query relevant or ir-
relevant. The weighted MVR can be represented as

	   


  	




(9)
where  is a collection image, 	 is a sign, 0 or 1, produced
by the th classifier for the th retained positive example, and
 is the weighting assigned to this example. In this correspon-
dence,      	 represents the relevance of a positive ex-
ample. Then, we measure the relevance between the image and the
query as the output of the individual SVM classifier, which gives
the same label as the weighted MVR and produces the highest
weighted confidence value (the weighted absolute value of the de-
cision function of the SVM classifier).
• SVM-Weighted-BSR: For a given image, we first use the weighted
BSR to recognize it as query relevant or irrelevant. The weighted
BSR can be represented as

	   



     	 	 (10)
where    	 	 represents the class-conditional probability
which can be computed by (7). Then, we measure the relevance
between the image and the query using the individual SVM clas-
sifier, which gives the same label as the weighted BSR and has the
highest weighted confidence value.
• Weighted-BSR: The output of the weighted BSR,


 
   	 	, can be directly used as a relevance measure
between a given image and the query.
The aggregation models without weighting have been evaluated and
reported in [28]. That work does not consider the noisy examples, so
   
. In this correspondence, the weighting is used to alleviate the
noise influence.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In the experimental evaluation, a query consists of several positive
examples and retrieval results are returned in a single interaction. Two
state-of-the-art feature aggregation based retrieval schemes are imple-
mented for comparison, CombSumScore and ConvLinear. CombSum-
Score is the best one in all schemes evaluated by Donald et al. [9] for
multiple features and multiple examples. In CombSumScore, the simi-
larity between two images are represented using the average of multiple
normalized feature distances, and the image relevance to the query is
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Fig. 1. Evaluation of noise influence and aggregation models. (a) Noise influence; (b) aggregation models.
Fig. 2. Retrieval performance on Corel image collection. (a) No mislabeled positive example; (b) one mislabeled positive example; (c) two mislabeled positive
examples.
Fig. 3. Retrieval performance on IAPR image collection. (a) No mislabeled positive example; (b) one mislabeled positive example; (c) two mislabeled positive
examples.
defined as the average of multiple similarities to the query images. Con-
vLinear enhances CombSumScore by applying the linear weighting
method [14] to combine multiple feature distances. In the experiments,
five standardized MPEG-7 visual descriptors [6], [11] are selected for
image representation. The recommended distance metrics are also used
to measure the feature distances. For practical applications, each query
includes five positive example images. It should be pointed out that
the mechanism of handling noisy positive examples will not affect the
speed of image retrieval. Since we have only a few query images to
deal with, the computation time of the proposed algorithms is not high.
A. Experimental Results With Corel Images
All experiments are carried out on two different real-world image
collections. The first one consists of 20 image categories and each
category includes 100 Corel images. The images in a category have
the same perceptual meaning, so the ground truth is based on the
image category. The retrieval performances in terms of average pre-
cision and recall [31] on 300 randomly created queries are reported.
We use the SVM-Light [32] to solve SVMs. Gauss kernel and de-
fault parameters are applied in our experiments. It is well known that
the parameter tuning is important to SVM-based methods with non-
linear kernel. However, the practical parameter tuning methods, such
as, grid search, are really time consuming. Considering the real time
image retrieval, we choose to not tune parameters in the proposed
scheme. Since it was reported that the number of bagging classifiers
does not affect the retrieval performance [28] and our experiments
also confirm this fact, ten SVMs are chosen based on experimental
results.
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1) Evaluation of Noise Influence: To highlight the influence of
noisy positive examples to the retrieval performance, we manually
introduce some mislabeled examples into the query. CombSumScore
scheme is chosen for this experiment since it is a simple and effective
one. Fig. 1(a) shows the precision and recall curves when different
number of mislabeled examples are present. For instance, CombSum-
Score-p4-n1 means there are 4 true positive examples and 1 mislabeled
positive example. The results demonstrate that the noisy examples can
affect the retrieval performance dramatically.
2) Evaluation of Aggregation Models: In this experiment, no misla-
beled positive examples are introduced. The retrieval performances of
the proposed scheme with different aggregation models are reported in
Fig. 1(b). From the figure, we see that Weighted-BSR can outperform
SVM-Weighted-BSR and SVM-Weighted-MVR significantly. The
reason may be that SVM-Weighted-BSR and SVM-Weighted-MVR
choose the best individual SVM to measure the relevance. In the
case of small examples, any SVM is too weak to be able to measure
the relevance individually. While Weighted-BSR can aggregate the
outputs of all weak SVMs to get a more confidently decision score for
relevance measurement.
3) Evaluation of Image Retrieval Schemes: This experiment
evaluates the retrieval schemes using unclean positive examples.
The Weighted-BSR aggregation model is chosen for our scheme in
accordance with the previous experimental results. The results in
Fig. 2 show that the proposed scheme outperforms ConvLinear and
CombSumScore especially when the number of mislabeled positive
examples increases. The reason is the proposed scheme can handle
noisy examples while other schemes can’t. When the noisy positive
examples present in a query, ConvLinear is hardly to improve the
retrieval performance, since the method to compute feature weighting
will fail.
B. Experimental Results With IAPR TC-12 Images
To further evaluate the retrieval performance of the proposed
scheme, we performed a large number of experiments on the IAPR
TC-12 benchmark image collection (ImageCLEF2006) [33] which
contains 20,000 photographic images. Based on the queries and their
ground truth sets defined in the CLEF Cross-language Image Track
2006, we build up 40 ground truth sets for our experiments. 500
queries are selected randomly from the defined ground truth and each
query consists of five positive example images. The Weighted-BSR
aggregation model is chosen for our scheme. Average precision and
recall curves are reported in Fig. 3. The experimental results confirm
the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We addressed a new issue that image retrieval using unclean positive
examples. In the proposed scheme, feature aggregation was formulated
as a binary classification problem and solved by support vector machine
(SVM) in a feature dissimilarity space. Incorporating the methods of
data cleaning and noise tolerant classifier, a new two-step strategy was
proposed to handle the noisy positive examples. In step 1, an ensemble
of SVMs trained in a feature dissimilarity space are used as consensus
filters to identify and eliminate the noisy positive examples. In step 2,
the noise tolerant relevance calculation was performed, which associ-
ated each retained positive example with a relevance probability to fur-
ther alleviate the noise influence. A large number of experiments were
carried out on a sub-set of Corel image collection and the IAPR TC-12
benchmark image collection. The experimental results show that the
proposed scheme outperforms the competing feature aggregation based
image retrieval schemes when noisy positive examples present in the
query.
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